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1. Introduction
Pat Cochrane, Chief Executive, CapeUK (now known as IVE):
‘Every child and young person has the opportunity to experience the richness of the
arts’.
That’s the Arts Council goal and our ambition as the bridge organisation for Yorkshire
and the Humber.
But it is only by working with and through schools that we can meet this aspiration
and connect young people with high quality arts and cultural provision and learning.
There is a wealth of fantastic work already going on in schools across the region and
I’m constantly amazed by the creativity shown by young people and those who work
with them across the sectors. However, the landscape of education is constantly
evolving.
Last year, we published a report giving an overview of the arts and cultural provision
for children and young people in the region and identified some key trends and
challenges:
What did we find? Prospects and Perspectives: a review of cultural provision for
children and young people in Yorkshire and the Humber 2012
In this, our second regional bridge report, we concentrate on schools. We have
analysed the pressures and priorities they currently face, and identified potential
drivers and opportunities for the arts and cultural sector to support and engage with
them at this time of unprecedented change in the education system.
This report has three main aims:
•

To enable practitioners and leaders from the arts and cultural sector to better
understand the changes that are taking place within the education sector. In
doing so we offer ideas for how best to champion and connect arts and cultural
opportunities in the emerging new landscape.

•

To share examples of innovative ways in which school leaders and others are
placing arts and cultural activities in the curriculum, and developing or
sustaining partnerships with arts and cultural organisations to act as seeds of
potential development.

•

To inform our work with schools as the bridge organisation.
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Research carried out by NFER about cultural engagement in London schools was an
invaluable starting point for us. 1 Although there are a number of significant
differences of context, 2 national policy pressures on schools are the same
countrywide. Rather than replicate the NFER research in Yorkshire and the Humber,
we have built on its findings to frame our analysis of schools’ priorities and
engagement with arts and culture in our region.
Our discussions with school leaders, educational leaders and those from the cultural
sector have confirmed many of the findings in the London schools report. However,
there are some additional and specific dynamics that have emerged from our survey
in Yorkshire and the Humber, which we share in this report.
We urge every organisation and individual to review this information and use it to
shape how they engage children and young people in learning and development
through arts and culture.
As the Government’s cultural education document states: "No education can be
complete, indeed no programme of education can even begin, without making the
arts and creativity central to a child's life”. 3 IVE (formally known as CapeUK) will
continue to work across the region to ensure this message is at the heart of
educational thinking in Yorkshire and the Humber.

Pat Cochrane

Lord, P; Dawson, A; Featherstone, G and Sharp C. (2012). London Schools Research: Cultural
Engagement. Slough: NFER.
2
The London Challenge which has operated in London since 2003 has had a significant impact on
schools collaborating across the city and developed shared processes.
3
Cultural Education - A summary of programmes and opportunities (2013). Department For Education
1
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2. Executive summary
Schools remain key partners in ensuring children and young people have access to arts
and culture – to engage with them however, the arts and cultural sector has to
understand their needs to make their work effective for both young people and
teaching staff.
Our research in the Yorkshire and the Humber region shows that the key driver for the
majority of our schools in terms of engagement remains raising attainment. However,
that raising of attainment is not only linked to arts-related subjects as work is expected
to show benefits across core subjects.
Schools also reported they wanted engagement with the arts and cultural sector to
enhance Continuing Professional Development (CPD), broaden pupils’ experience, link
with the wider community, involve parents and support the achievement of awards.
As the case studies in this report show, there are some
excellent examples of good practice in delivering arts
provision in Yorkshire and the Humber. All of them are
Work to raise
highly relevant to the needs of individual schools and,
attainment is
most importantly, respond to that main priority of
expected to show
raising attainment. It is from these examples that we
benefits across core
will build momentum. They illustrate and evidence
subjects.
impact as CapeUK (now known as IVE) works to extend
its influence to schools that do not yet prioritise the
arts and culture and in which engagement with
cultural organisations is placed firmly, if unthinkingly, in the
category of ‘nice to have’.
The new education environment is a more complex one but does offer opportunities
where doors can be opened to facilitate working with a school, or more usually a group
of schools. It is clear that some schools have embraced change enthusiastically, keen
to become more autonomous and to support the schools-led drive for improvement
in teaching, learning and attainment. Others have been more cautious, waiting for
more clarity about what is on offer, and observing regional and national work to assess
what is most successful.
That means whether they remain linked to local authorities, are academies or free
schools and if they are part of a Teaching School Alliance, cluster, chain or pyramid,
the principles remain the same – the opportunities are there if projects are targeted
to meet the needs of those individual, or groups of, schools. These new structures see
schools form their own peer networks without the brokerage and moderation of the
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local authority and place the onus on arts organisations to find their own ways into
schools. They also mean the role of IVE, as the bridge organisation for Yorkshire and
the Humber, is key in helping schools and arts and cultural organisations navigate
through these new waters so they can meet to work in partnership.
Another change is the new national curriculum which has the stated aim of giving
more flexibility to schools in terms of planning and
designing their own curriculum and approach to
teaching. The focus on the EBacc qualifications for
‘league tables’ has had an impact on the numbers of
The key is changing
young people taking GCSEs in arts and cultural subjects.
the focus of offers
The key then is changing the focus of offers to schools
to schools to match
to match their need to raise attainment across core
their need.
subjects. For primary schools, many see the new
curriculum as an opportunity to develop their own local
curriculum so arts and cultural organisations need to
review their offers around the new curriculum and the
diversity of needs among schools. Arts Award
continues to have a positive impact on young people’s engagement in the arts and
many schools are finding Artsmark a valuable tool to analyze and develop the arts and
culture offer for their students.
Our recommendations for schools, arts and cultural organisations and for the bridge
role in Yorkshire and the Humber are outlined on Page 30.
When funds are tight, it is important to be focused in where we put our energies. Our
response needs to balance the realism of working within the challenges of the
changing context with ambition and to involve pupils creatively in the best our region
has to offer. We need to challenge ourselves as providers – to collaborate in different
ways, opening doors for children and young people to experience and contribute to
the richness of the arts and culture.
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3. Key changes in the education sector
There have been a number of changes to education across England which impact on
school networks and structures and therefore the routes to engage with them. We
start by outlining some of the key changes.
To help you navigate the main developments outlined here, please refer to the Glossary
on Page 32, where we go into more detail on some of the terms currently used in the
sector
Devolution of responsibility: successive governments have focused on the need to
raise standards in schools in an increasingly competitive global environment. Current
policy devolves responsibility for school improvement to school leaders and on
schools developing the capacity to support each other.
Key developments since 2010 are:
•

increased autonomy for all schools, not just academies;

•

the acceleration of the academies programme – offering schools with a good
inspection grade the right to become an academy and compelling schools
which are perceived to be underperforming to become academies under the
guidance of a sponsor

•

the introduction of Teaching School Alliances (TSAs), which have a remit for
professional development, initial teacher training, research and development,
and school-to-school support.

The increased pace of schools changing to academy status: In Yorkshire and the
Humber, 13 per cent of schools have become academies compared to the figure of 20
per cent nationally. Academy status gives the freedom to function independently from
local authority control, although many academies do continue to work closely with
their local authorities.
Academies do not have to follow the national curriculum, but still have to offer a broad
and balanced curriculum and are subject to the same accountability process as other
schools in terms of performance and inspection.
Raised performance thresholds: schools operate within a highly accountable system
– and one in which the bar is constantly rising. The performance of individual schools
is measured against national benchmarks for pupil attainment (now referred to as
‘floor standards’).
The Ofsted inspection framework grades schools on a four-point scale from
‘outstanding’ to ‘unsatisfactory’. The new inspection framework has removed
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‘satisfactory’ as a category. The minimum acceptable standard in the new inspection
framework is ‘good’. Schools that were formerly judged ‘satisfactory’ now ‘require
improvement’.4
For a school leader, the consequences of falling into the ‘requires improvement’ or
‘unsatisfactory’ category, or failing to reach floor standards, are high. They are likely
to include enforced conversion to academy status with a Department for Education
(DFE) approved sponsor and removal of governors and local accountability, as well as
a risk of dismissal for the head-teacher and leadership team.
It is perhaps inevitable that some schools in this situation will focus on performance
driven outcomes, giving a low priority to the arts and cultural engagement. In schools
in which the arts are seen as being of benefit, their perceived value is increasingly in
terms of their ability to promote pupil engagement in learning and drive up
achievement in other subject areas.
Increased competition: with autonomy comes competition. In some areas, schools
work in close collaboration with one another. In others, for example where there is a
surplus of school places and so schools are competing for pupils, there can be
considerable competition.
Reduction in local authority support: the role of local authorities has shifted. They still
have an overall remit for school strategy, achievement and attainment for the local
authority area as a whole. However, there is pressure to deliver core services with
reduced budgetary and human resources. All non-statutory local authority services
are the subject of considerable budget reduction. This means that fewer authorities in
the region now have advisors or services that support arts and cultural services for
schools and young people.
Emerging structures and networks: in the midst of this autonomy, alternative
structures of support and networking are beginning to emerge but there are no neat
boundaries. Schools themselves are free to choose which alliances to join or affiliate
to. In the same way that an individual can be part of as many clubs and societies as
they want and also be as active in those clubs and societies as they choose, so it is with
schools. They can be both collaborators and competitors for different aspects of
provision.
We outline here some of the formal and informal networks and groupings that are
beginning to emerge.
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Grade 1 = outstanding, grade 2 = good, grade 3 = requires improvement (formerly satisfactory), grade

4 = unsatisfactory.
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Academy
chains

A group of schools supported by the same sponsor or trust.
Schools in a chain are not necessarily near each other or within the same
local authority boundaries.

Clusters or
pyramids

Groupings of schools often defined by geographic boundaries, usually
with a network of primary schools and one or more secondary
school(s).
In some parts of the region these have a formal constitution; in others
they are more informal groupings.

Networks

Informal groupings of schools which have usually come about because
of a common focus for improvement.

Trusts

Groups of schools can come together to form a trust - a formal
structure with a trust board. Though each school maintains its
independence, the schools collectively share and commission services.

Teaching
school
alliances
(TSAs)

The concept of the teaching school is modelled on the teaching
hospital.
Professional and leadership development, research and development
and initial teacher education are led by schools themselves.
Each teaching school alliance is based around a network of strategic
partner schools and a link with a university. Many include local
authority partnerships.
Alliances have limited resources and are required to make their services
self-funding within three years.

These networks are not mutually exclusive and schools are often members of multiple
partnerships and networks. So for example a school could:
•
•

Be a freestanding academy
Work in close partnership with schools in its pyramid or cluster which are not
academies or are academies with other sponsors/links

•

Link to one or more teaching school alliances

•

Work closely with their local authority for different aspects of its services.

For the arts and cultural sector to connect with schools, it needs to see where the
alliances and networks are developing. Influencing one school could lead to links with
a wider network. It could also help to identify a champion who could share practice
across a wider community of schools.
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3. The picture in Yorkshire and the Humber
Academies and local authorities
Although government policy is encouraging schools to become academies, there is a
patchy level of ‘conversions’ in Yorkshire and the Humber. Across the region, a smaller
proportion of schools have converted than in some other regions. At the time of
writing, the national average is 20 per cent against the average of 13 per cent in
Yorkshire and the Humber. There are significant variations in the percentage of
academies in different parts of the region. The process of schools converting to
academies is moving at a rapid pace and so the following table is a snapshot at March
2013.

Local authorities nevertheless continue to have a responsibility for oversight of
significant elements of education provision in their areas. This has resulted in
partnership models that continue to enable cohesive provision within a local authority
area.
An example is the Bradford Secondary Partnership which has been endorsed by
secondary schools in the district, irrespective of the governance model operating in
the school. Alongside that, the Bradford Primary Improvement Partnership was
established in autumn 2011. The partnership operates through a strategic board and
an operational hub. The strategic board has been selected to represent all primary
schools across Bradford. The board’s purpose is to establish how school leaders will
work to ensure that all schools are deemed as good and successful providers of
education in Bradford.
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Academy chains in the region vary in size from just two or three schools up to 40.
There are a growing number of chains in the region, including the Schools
Partnership Trust (currently one of the largest academy chains in the country), The Cooperative Trust, Navigate, The David Ross Foundation and the Roman Catholic and
Anglican dioceses. There are also a growing number of individual academies
sponsoring one or more other schools, such as Dixon’s Academy in Bradford, Tapton
School in Sheffield and Wakefield City Academy. In Barnsley, three primary schools
have formed a primary co-operative academy trust in which two successful schools
are supporting the work of a neighbouring school.
Some chains are now national in reach and stretch beyond regional bridge boundaries
with head offices in different parts of the country. This can pose a challenge for
services that are regional or locality/local authority-focused.
Accountability and floor standards
While each school at risk of falling below floor targets faces its own individual
challenges, the trends in each local authority in the region could give a helpful context
to understanding priorities across an area:
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All schools falling into a ‘category’ i.e. not achieving floor targets are offered support
by a sponsoring academy and through school-to-school support via a teaching school
alliance.
We have found a number of strong examples in the region where the head-teacher of
a sponsoring school has a profound understanding of the arts and has integrated this
into the process of school-to-school support. In one case, for example, a strong infant
school has taken over leadership of a junior school, transforming it in less than 12
months from ‘requires improvement’ to ‘good’ through a process with arts at its heart.
In another case the head-teacher of a successful school with strong arts practice gave
his main reason for wishing to convert to academy status as gaining the opportunity
to support other schools through an arts-rich approach to school improvement. A
network of school leaders with this kind of experience and commitment could be a
powerful influence in the region.
It is not always possible to see this kind of commitment to the arts on the websites
and in the public statements of academy chains, as attainment is usually the focus.
However, one chain in the region has set up a group of arts specialists and school
leaders to explore how to share best practice across its schools. It builds on the
longstanding experience of partnership work and high quality arts provision in a
number of the schools in the chain, which work closely with several National Portfolio
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Organisations in the region. Another chain, with headquarters outside the region,
showcases its partnership with national arts organisations on its website.
Clusters and pyramids
In many parts of the region schools collaborate in clusters or pyramids. Such
collaborations may offer opportunities for schools to jointly commission work with
artists and arts organisations, gaining potential economies of scale and the possibility
of sharing practice or developing a programme that meets the needs and priorities of
a particular locality. Although it’s not widespread, examples of such practice are
emerging.
CASE STUDY: Primary school network
A network of 12 Sheffield primary schools is taking part in a programme,
launched last year, which aims to raise attainment and improve pupils’ life
chances through creativity. All the schools serve a socially and economically
deprived area and each one is working with an artist for ten days over ten
weeks with an aim for the project to become annual and embedded in
individual school plans. CapeUK (now known as IVE) has provided an external
‘learning champion’, whose role is to work with a team of school-based staff
researchers to advise on measures for evaluating the project. Read more on
Page 44.

Networks
The Co-operative movement is particularly strong in the Yorkshire region. Two
networks of schools involved in the movement have recently been formed:
•
•

Leeds Secondary School Network, involving twelve schools
Yorkshire and Humber Regional Network, involving nearly 100 schools.

Diocese
The Anglican and Roman Catholic dioceses are taking on greater responsibility for
supporting schools, setting up academies and strengthening their school development
services. The Bradford and Keighley Catholic Schools Partnership is one such example.
Teaching school alliances
Teaching school alliances (TSAs) are potentially highly influential. The initial round
included sixteen TSAs in the region, four of which are led by a partnership of two
named schools (see Appendix 1).
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The majority of these were concentrated in West Yorkshire, with five being wholly
based in this part of the region: Wakefield (three schools), Leeds (two) and Bradford
(one – linked with Skipton in North Yorkshire).
However, the second wave of TSAs gives a wider spread across the region and
includes, amongst others, lead schools in Barnsley, Kirklees and Calderdale. It is
difficult to assess the reach of the TSA network in the region, as alliances are still at a
relatively early stage in their development.
A number of TSAs have strong links with their local
authority and collaborate as part of an overarching
structure for supporting school improvement for all
schools in an area. The Wickersley TSA, for example,
is part of the wider Rotherham School Improvement
Partnership – a head-teacher led network that
engages with all schools in the town. Similarly Hull’s
local authority is a strategic partner in the Hull
Teaching School Alliance, which is affiliated to all
schools in the city.

A significant
number of school
leaders involved
with TSAs are
passionate about
creative learning

Others have strong links with local authorities in other areas. East Riding’s local
authority is a strategic partner in The Humber Teaching School Alliance, led by Healing
School in Grimsby, North East Lincolnshire. The Red Kite Alliance cites Leeds local
authority as a strategic partner, although the lead school is located in North Yorkshire.
Some have strong links across and beyond the region. Green Lanes Primary is part of
an academy chain – the School Partnership Trust – and the TSA consists of schools in
the chain located across the whole region and beyond. The Northern Lights Alliance
(Skipton and Faversham) includes schools in Cumbria and the North West.
Some are developing strong collaborative links with each other such as HART, Red Kite
and Northern Lights. A number, such as Northern Lights, have developed clear and
accessible websites which help us understand their priorities.
A significant number of the school leaders in the region involved with TSAs are
passionate about creative learning and the cultural and arts agenda. Four of the
original alliances are led by schools with Artsmark Gold. Even if they may not initially
see how it relates to the TSA brief, most are interested and willing to engage in some
way. However, we found little evidence that TSA leaders see arts and culture as a
central part of their role as teaching schools, at least initially. As their remit is around
school improvement and responding to the needs of schools with serious weaknesses,
their focus tends to be on supporting the core subjects of English, maths and science,
and/or improving behaviour. This emphasis is likely to increase with the
announcement of the new national curriculum.
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TSAs appoint Specialist Leaders in Education (SLEs) to support work in other schools,
but we have identified a couple that have an arts focus (in music and in media studies)
across the region as a whole. One leader in a TSA reported: ‘We commission SLEs in
areas where schools have demand. We’ve had no requests for help with arts and
creative subjects.’ There is therefore a need to identify whether the SLEs recognise
the value of arts and culture in supporting core subjects and are aware of the evidence
of arts and culture in terms of pupil engagement and motivation.
The challenge that cultural sector providers face in engaging with TSAs is about the
pace of change and capacity within the alliances, rather than resistance to the role of
the arts in enriching the lives of children and young people.
Level of Engagement

Number of alliances

Keen to actively integrate arts into TSA remit.

4

Interested in Artsmark and Arts Award briefings

7

Interested but don’t currently see Arts and Culture as
part of TSA remit

4

Not engaged

1

The experience of the HART Teaching School Alliance shows the tremendous potential
of a group of schools working together to explore and champion the role of arts and
culture, as the following case study illustrates:
CASE STUDY: The sum of the parts is greater than the whole
As part of its Bridge role, CapeUk (now known as IVE) works with Teaching School
Alliances (TSA) to integrate arts and cultural activities into their learning. A link has
been made with a rural alliance whose Artsmark Gold lead school has a successful
track record in continuing professional development with the arts, although another
school is its CPD lead for the arts. In March this year the alliance held a session
facilitated by IVE to help them determine their objectives. Some great examples of
work were shared including a use of Roald Dahl’s Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
as the basis for a huge variety of activities to help one school address
underachievement in writing. IVE is now working with the TSA on a long-term
strategy for high quality arts and cultural provision to facilitate effective partnership
working between schools and with arts and cultural providers in the region
Read more on Page 45.
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4. Changing curriculum and impact of the EBacc
At the time of writing, a number of changes have been proposed to the school
curriculum and although this has led to a change in emphasis away from detail around
arts and culture in the classroom, there is still an opportunity for the sector to work
with children and young people by changing the focus of their offer.

Organisations
may have to
revise their
offer to
respond to
the diversity
of how
schools are
shaping the
curriculum

The new curriculum has the stated aim of giving more flexibility to schools in terms of
planning and designing their own curriculum and approach to teaching and learning,
while placing more emphasis on a small number of core subjects. Although the arts
are not compulsory National Curriculum subjects after the age of fourteen, all pupils
(except those at academies) have a statutory entitlement to study an arts subject.
Many primary schools in the region see the slimmed down curriculum as an
opportunity to further develop their own curriculum, adapting it to the local context,
or developing it around particular themes. There is, however, evidence that some
primary schools had already begun to shape their offer around the new curriculum,
focusing on grammar, for example, or placing greater emphasis on knowledge
acquisition. Arts and cultural organisations which have traditionally shaped their offer
around particular aspects of the primary curriculum may have to revise it to respond
to the new curriculum and to the potential diversity of how schools are shaping the
curriculum.
Proposed changes to the history curriculum may be a particular challenge with many
popular areas (the Egyptians for example) no longer being included.
The introduction of the EBacc performance measure in secondary schools in 2010 has
already had an effect on the options on offer for pupils. Nationally, the most
commonly withdrawn subjects are drama and performing arts, which had been
dropped in nearly a quarter of schools where a subject had been withdrawn (23%),
followed by art and design (17%) and design technology (14%).5
The impact on demand for arts-based subjects at GCSE is still uncertain as, at the time
of writing, data for 2011/12 has not yet been released. Hull and Wakefield report a
decline of as much as four per cent in students taking an A level in arts subjects, but
there is no statistically significant change elsewhere.

5

(DfE Ipsos Mori report February 2013)
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Arts-Based subjects as Proportion entries

45%

2010/11 GCSE

2011/12 A Level

39%

40%
35%

28%

30%

29%

29%

30%

30%

27%
24%

25%
20%

19%

20%

21%

22%

22%

25%

22%

15%
10%
5%
0%

8%
7%

6%

8%

6%

6%

7%

8%

8%

6%

6%

7%

8%

7%

7%

ce: Department of Education (2011/12 results provisional) Base :All Entries

In secondary schools in our region a considerable amount of activity is undertaken
within GCSE, A Level, BTEC and other film and media-related qualifications. The
national picture in terms of these qualifications appears relatively robust despite
recurring negative media references to the subject. Locally, however, there has been
some depletion in numbers of courses offered. Given that the take-up of the subject
was never as widespread in the region as it was in other areas this may result in a
decline in the teaching of the subject and in subject teaching expertise.
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5. Cultural engagement with schools – developments
and strategies
This section identifies important issues currently affecting cultural engagement with
schools in the region. It identifies particular factors that promote engagement and
offers examples of how schools have responded to these. It also notes impediments
to engagement and points out areas in need of development and support.
Key drivers for cultural engagement
Schools are key partners in achieving Arts Council England’s ambition that all children
and young people have access to the arts. To engage with schools, the arts and cultural
sector has to understand their needs. The findings from research in London schools,
reveals a clear set of challenges for both cultural sector and schools:
‘Key barriers to schools’ cultural engagement include lack of funding, transport issues,
lack of information about the available opportunities, and time to arrange activities.
A tailored offer from cultural organisations is crucial. Schools want activities that are
relevant to the curriculum, that meet their needs, that are high quality in terms of
planning and communication as well as delivery, and that ultimately benefit their
young people’s life chances. Best practice from schools highlights the importance of
accessing local cultural provision, incorporating teacher development into activities,
school-school collaborations, and leveraging funding from various sources.’ 6
In the context of the rapid change currently taking place in education, how do schools
in Yorkshire and the Humber engage with cultural activities? What motivates them to
engage?
A survey and consultation with school leaders in the region revealed the following
key drivers for engagement in cultural activities:
•

To raise attainment/achievement

•

To enhance CPD

•

To broaden pupils’ experience

•
•

6

To link with wider community/external partners  to involve parents

To support achievement of awards.

http://www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/publications/ANDL02/ANDL02.pdf
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When schools were asked what would encourage them to invest in engagement with
arts and cultural organisations, the most prominent reason given was evidence of
impact on attainment in core subjects. Results of the consultation also confirmed that
school leaders value a recommendation from a colleague when deciding whether to
invest in, or commission work, from cultural organisations.
Cultural engagement and learning
The value of artistic and cultural activities in promoting children’s learning continues
to be seen by many schools as a reason for engagement. One starting point has been
to identify what schools themselves consider as the key ways that arts and cultural
organisations make an impact. When teachers and school leaders in the region
analysed successful interventions through Creative Partnerships, they identified the
power of arts engagement to develop pupils’ independent learning, and to increase
motivation to learn. These two elements were observed to impact on attainment.
CASE STUDY: An evolving partnership between a school and a creative
organisation
Since 2010, a school in a deprived area of South Yorkshire has been working
to transform its ethos by placing arts and culture at the heart of its curriculum
to encourage creative teaching methods and develop pupils’ independent
thinking skills. The school worked with artists-in-residence and then with a
well-established local community arts project. It now has a partnership
approach focused on using art and culture to drive a range of improvements,
for example, a focus on pupils’ writing skills. Teachers have been enabled to
develop new teaching skills and in its last Ofsted report the school moved
from ‘requires improvement’ to ‘good’.
Read more on Page 46

Over 70 per cent of the schools surveyed had no experience of jointly commissioning
work with other schools, but 94 per cent said they would consider it. Value for money
and the possibility of joint working with other schools were also seen as important
factors in deciding whether to engage with the sector.
Practical barriers
Cultural organisations and freelance practitioners in the region report that there are
practical barriers to active engagement with schools. It is hard to get information past
the school receptionist, particularly for small organisations without a dedicated
education officer. Timetable demands, particularly in secondary schools, are complex
and often inflexible. It can therefore be difficult to achieve sustained engagement that
has a deep impact on learning. Creating and sustaining relationships with schools is a
real challenge for the sector.
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Teachers and pupils often don’t realise how many arts and cultural opportunities are
locally available. In certain parts of the region, many teachers live some distance from
the school where they work, so may not be familiar with local resources. Parental
attitude and home culture often determine both extra-curricular pupil engagement
and study options. Meaningful engagement routinely depends on locally active
teachers, together with school leaders, who believe their pupils are entitled to access
arts and cultural provision through school. Identifying these individuals takes time and
energy, and for cultural organisations is often not a straightforward matter.
CASE STUDY: Families set out on road to enterprise
A West Yorkshire family learning programme brought together a nursery and
an infant school along with a children’s centre with the remit of encouraging
attendance and offering pre-and post-programme support.
In total, 30 families were identified for a programme aimed at giving them a
better recognition of their own skills, increase their confidence and
motivation and make them more aware of social networks and wider
opportunities.
After some initial engagement sessions, the main programme ran for four
consecutive days, with families moving between a range of craft, cooking and
drumming activities, with the aim of organising a Family Festival on the
fourth day. The festival attracted more than 250 visitors. Staff and families
involved in the project were delighted with the range of skills shown and the
success of the event. Read more on Page 47.

The impact of Artsmark
Artsmark enables schools to evaluate, strengthen and celebrate their arts and cultural
provision. The application process entails allocating a specific proportion of
curriculum time to the arts and providing extra-curricular arts activities and
opportunities for students to work with artists and arts organisations. In the second
part of the application process, a school illustrates how it ensures members of staff
are appropriately skilled and consults with students to involve them in the
development of arts provision. It must also use the arts to develop learning in nonarts subjects, evaluate its work with artists and arts organisations and celebrate arts
achievements with parents and the local community. In order to gain the higher level
of Artsmark Gold, schools must meet additional criteria. Awards are held for three
years.
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13 per cent of Yorkshire and Humber schools hold the award (March 2013). Of the
138 successful schools applying this year, 92 were awarded Artsmark Gold.
Schools Achieving Artsmark during 2011/12 as a percentage of all eligible schools

Our analysis in the region shows that there is a correlation between changing levels of
applications for Artsmark in recent years and the retention or loss of local authority
arts advisors or services that encouraged and supported schools to apply. Levels have
tended to be more consistent in local authorities either where support continues or
where it had only ever been at a low level, than in those that experienced a reduction
in support. However, some authorities buck this trend and continue to encourage
schools to apply and support them to achieve the award.
Artsmark assessor reports from 2012 and feedback gathered during 2013 training
events have flagged up key areas in which the loss of support has been strongly felt:
•

For some schools that previously accessed a local authority programme of
professional development, finding new sources or different ways of developing
staff skills is proving difficult

•

For schools that previously had access to a brokerage service, knowing where
to find artists and arts organisations and how to establish a working
relationship with them, is a significant challenge

•

There is also a great deal of uncertainty about the mechanics of contracting
artists and how to put effective artist-teacher collaborations in place.
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•

Many teachers are unsure about how to signpost interested pupils to arts and
cultural opportunities beyond school

•

Some secondary schools find it difficult to allocate the required level of
curriculum time to dance at Key Stage 3

•

An issue for both primary and secondary schools is ensuring that take up of
extracurricular opportunities is balanced between boys and girls.

Given concerns that schools might place less emphasis on arts and culture in the
current educational and financial landscape, an encouragingly high proportion of
Yorkshire and the Humber schools that have expressed an interest in applying for
Artsmark in 2013 have not previously held the award.
The impact of Arts Award
Arts Award is a suite of qualifications that enable children and young people aged 7 to
25 years of age to develop as artists and arts leaders. Its hallmark is its young personcentred content and style. The award can be taken at five levels, four of which are
accredited. Young people chart their learning journeys, in a logbook for the earlier
levels and by producing a portfolio of evidence for the higher levels. Evidence can be
in a variety of formats, for example sound and video recordings, as well as paper
based. Learners are supported by trained Arts Award Advisors, operating from an
‘Arts Award Centre’ such as an arts venue or a school.
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Four per cent of formal educational settings in Yorkshire and the Humber have acted
as Arts Award Centres; two per cent were active in 2012/13.
Arts Award appeals to secondary schools by offering a structure within which pupils
can develop skills of independent learning: research, decision making and setting their
own learning challenge. This opportunity it provides for students to explore a topic of
their own choice is seen by many teachers as providing a healthy contrast to the
prescription of other aspects of schooling.
CASE STUDY: Achievement through Arts Award
An over-subscribed state secondary with arts specialist status has been
successfully offering Arts Award for the past eight years. The involvement
started as an extracurricular activity and was so popular it was integrated into
the curriculum. All 200 students in Year 7 and 8 can take the Bronze Award
and a further 20 pursue Silver as an extra-curricular activity. The aim for the
future is to offer Gold Arts Award as a Key Stage 4 option. Three Arts Award
trained staff deliver the lessons and students are highly motivated, enjoying
the course and the achievement of the qualification as well as the chance to
be responsible for individual and group work. Arts Award has given students
the opportunity to learn to fully appreciate and love the arts. Read more on
Page 48.

Notably, there are many examples of Arts Award providing experiences of success for
vulnerable groups of young people, for example looked after children and students
with behavioural problems. There are also examples of gifted and talented students
for whom Arts Award has provided the chance to explore a theme in greater depth
than is normally possible within the constraints of the school timetable. In both cases,
the opportunity for a student to pursue a personal interest at their own pace is most
valued.
Schools have seen improvements in relationships between staff and students. Young
people feel that their own interests have been validated, and this triggers different
types of conversations with teachers. Some schools have seen an increase in uptake
of arts GCSEs as a result of providing Arts Award in Key Stage 3. Others attribute
improvements in literacy, attendance and behaviour to the award. Schools have also
commented that parents view Arts Award positively because it is a recognised
qualification.
The Discover and Explore levels of Arts Award are recent introductions. They have
been very much welcomed by primary schools for the ‘official recognition’ they give
to children's achievement in the arts and, as with secondary schools, the opportunities
they provide for personalisation and the development of independent learning skills.
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It is also anticipated that the introductory levels of Arts Award will be valuable for
young people of any age with special education needs.
The impact of Music Hubs
A music education hub is a new way of joining together a collection of organisations
to bring music-based learning to every child and young person, both inside and beyond
the school gates. Currently, most of the ones in Yorkshire and the Humber are led by
local authority music services each working in its own local area.
They can involve a variety of interested parties such as schools, community music
organisations, genre specialists (e.g. urban music), groups working with young people
with special educational needs and disabilities, National Portfolio Organisations (NPO)
and other nationally recognised music organisations or venues.
As a collection of organisations, these hubs help make sure every child, from whatever
background, has the opportunity to learn a musical instrument, make music with
others, learn to sing and progress to the next level of excellence.
Ofsted recommend that music education providers (including Music Hubs) and
Schools ‘work together to strengthen senior leadership of music in schools by
increasing head teachers’ and senior leaders’ knowledge and understanding about the
key characteristics of effective music provision’.
Music Hubs can also offer Continuing Professional Development for school staff,
provide an instrument loan service, provide access to high quality music experiences
for pupils, working with professional musicians and/or venues.
How are they working?
Overall across Yorkshire and the Humber there is already evidence of positive impact
on achievement but there is still some work to be done around how partnerships can
work more effectively.
The hubs are evolving to reflect the unique circumstances of their respective local
authority areas while the change in funding allocation, along with the current public
sector economic restraint, means local music tuition programmes are being subsidised
at varying amounts.
In many local authorities a high percentage of schools have chosen to continue whole
class music provision at a significantly reduced cost. Music Hubs are continuing to look
at how to broaden opportunities through locally-set subsidies to ensure every child
and young person gets at least one term of continuous tuition.
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CASE STUDY: Impact on the community of learning through the arts
A Primary school has created an innovative approach to music tuition
which has helped the school move from “requires improvement” to “good,
with outstanding features” in its latest Ofsted. The programme enables
pupils to explore a range of instruments before choosing one they want to
play in whole-class sessions. Pupils from the three primary schools now
working on the project join with Key Stage 3 pupils at the local secondary
school to rehearse once a week. The work has led to pupils developing a
range of skills including playing in ensembles of all sizes and they are a
regular feature of community life, from busking on the high street to band
concerts at schools and public events. For the first time, pupils are
travelling to play in the junior and intermediate bands in the larger town
12 miles away. The model is being adopted by other local primary schools.

Read more on Page 49
Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
Along with developing new ways of bringing arts and cultural learning to young people,
creating innovative partnerships to develop teaching methods is now just as
important. The ability of the arts and cultural organisations to respond to a school’s
needs and to offer a tailored curriculum-related experience for pupils while
integrating CPD for teachers provides an example of the potential of an extended
partnership.
A number of NPOs in the region are evolving a practice which integrates an offer to
children and young people with support for teacher reflection and development linked
to pupils’ learning. This could act as a model for others in the region. One company
offers as a strand of its work a residency programme, working with the children over
several visits and supporting the teachers to embed drama into their practice.
Teachers work alongside the company and learn how to develop their practice.
Keeping a reflective learning diary is part of the professional learning process:
‘We encourage the teachers to keep an objective observation of themselves and the
children they are working with, including their emotional response. Then we can refer
to their journey – it’s a valuable record. Without a record like that there’s a tendency
to go to just the highs or the lows. I am interested in the impact of our work and how
you reflect on a situation as it’s happening. I’ve come across the term ‘metacognition’
which I understand to be consciousness of your learning as you are learning. Primaries
buy into the CPD element, they are happy to release teachers to gain the skills. Some
of the teachers that we’ve worked with are now using the approach to lead sessions
themselves. They’re really confident. They trust the process.’ (Theatre in Education
Director)
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The success of the partnership described in the case study that follows is based on
sophisticated experience of commissioning arts practice on the part of the school
leaders and flexibility and experience of arts practice in education by the NPO.
CASE STUDY: Accelerating academic progress, improving attendance, fostering
positive attitudes and developing innovative pedagogy
A large multi-cultural inner city comprehensive is working with an NPO local
theatre company to provide cultural opportunities for young people, particularly
new arrivals in the country. The work focuses on developing new ways of
learning, using students’ own stories as well as imaginative engagement with a
nearby heritage site, where the work will culminate in a performance later this
year. In addition, the work will also explore the potential of an English as an
Additional Language (EAL) digital toolkit to develop and record learning, which if
successful could be shared with others and provide evidence for future funding
bids. CapeUK (now known as IVE) and the Local Education Authority are both
supporting the project
Read more on Page 50

Broadening experience: a perspective on museums, libraries and galleries
Despite the economic downturn and changes to the National Curriculum to be
implemented in 2014, museums in the region have not seen a significant decrease in
school visits. Schools are generally continuing in a regular visiting pattern, often using
the same service for a number of years. Secondary schools continue to make less use
of cultural venues than primary schools. Museums have been hard hit by local
authority cuts, and many education teams have been affected by staff losses and
scaled back educational offers. For example, the National Media Museum in Bradford
provided a comprehensive film and media education offer until the end of 2012.
Following funding cuts, the museum is offering a reduced service which includes a
formal film education study day programme, curriculum-linked for film studies, media
studies and English GCSE and A level students, reaching 6,000 young people each year.
School visits to libraries are often based on very local partnerships between primary
schools and their nearest branch library. Many library services in our region have
developed innovative longer term partnerships with schools. Kirklees Library and
Information Services are connecting schools that serve different communities in
Dewsbury through reading relating programmes. Young People’s Book Awards in
Leeds and Sheffield are very popular with schools. The majority of library services in
the region support the national Summer Reading Challenge. Schools particularly
appreciate visits from library staff in the summer term to present the scheme.
However, there are fewer library services now with specialised children’s librarians,
that role having been integrated into a broader librarian role. Many schools opt into a
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service level agreement with their school library service through the local authority.
There has been a decline in school membership to those services over the past few
years. In some cases, such as Calderdale Discover, the library service and museum
service have come together to deliver a collaborative education offer for schools.
The uncertainty about the curriculum at the time of writing was of particular concern
to museums, libraries and galleries since much of their offer to schools relates to their
collection and archives. Cultural services across the region are starting to explore the
opportunities that the new curriculum might offer.
Trends in school engagement with historic sites that are cared for by strategic bodies
such as English Heritage suggest that visits in Yorkshire are in decline. The strategic
aim of English Heritage’s education manager in the region is to re-invigorate
educational offers at some key sites.
In this region both Conisborough Castle and Brodsworth
Hall near Doncaster are involved in major programmes
Explore the use of
that will include the redevelopment of learning
online resources
provision on site. English Heritage’s education manager
and materials in
for the region is keen to explore opportunities to work
offering access to
with arts organisations to develop learning provision for
rich arts and cultural
schools. In 2014, English Heritage’s Heritage Schools
experiences.
Programme will come to Yorkshire, following two years
of pilots in other regions. This programme will support
increased and deeper cultural engagement by participating schools and will be
developed in partnership with CapeUK (now known as IVE).
Potential of virtual resources: a number of arts and cultural organizations in the
region have been exploring the use of online resources and materials in offering access
to rich arts and cultural experiences. There is evidence to suggest that schools are
keen to use virtual museum resources particularly where transport costs are an issue.
In particular those schools that have begun to engage with the My Learning website
www.mylearning.org have found it of great value. The site provides ‘learning journeys’
for schools, teachers and young people, created by local museums, libraries and
archives in partnership with an advisory group of teachers. It receives over 700,000
unique visits per year, which peak around school term dates, indicating that the
majority of users work at these times. The site has an active advisory panel of teachers,
who act as advocates and moderators of the site’s content.
Linking such web-based resources with the technology in schools where many now
have interactive whiteboards is an opportunity which the arts and cultural sector could
exploit more fully. Although there is evidence that schools are engaging with free
resources such as My Learning there seems to be more reluctance to commit to buying
resources even when these are high quality and extensive, indicating how challenging
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the school market is and how even an excellent, well designed product may not be
attractive to schools in the current climate.
Links with the community and external partners
Whilst the explicit requirement of Ofsted to report on a school’s contribution to
community cohesion has been removed, community cohesion remains “within the
scope of inspection. In addition the duty on schools to promote community cohesion
remains in place” (DfE, May 2011). Schools throughout the region understand the
importance of their role within the community and many see arts and cultural activity
as of central significance in the way in which they interact with their locality.
CASE STUDY: Using a community resource to the full
Year 6 pupils from one school have become the leaders of a takeover festival. The
children took over their local arts centre for a week. Using the £5,000 budget, they
agreed the festival theme, booked the activities and organised publicity. There
was everything from young readers connecting live to national World Book Day
events, to a room full of cardboard mazes and secret locations. The event is part
of a closer partnership between the arts centre and the school which has been
working to raise attainment. The link, starting a pilot for Arts Award Discover and
Explore has seen more use of the centre by the school including staff development
days and an increase in pupil engagement in issues such as setting school
priorities. Planning for the 2014 festival has already begun with more schools
involved in a ‘friendly competition’ to get involved.
Read more on Page 50

Joint working with other schools
Bringing together different types of organisations and schools is one important aspect
of community cohesion and can be very useful in sharing resources and best practice
in learning. There are also benefits to be gained from organisations working together
to bring about greater understanding between generations.
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CASE STUDY: Combined arts company intergenerational project
Pupils and teachers from four West Yorkshire primary schools worked with elders
from the Pakistani community, an Asian women’s resource centre and a
combined arts company on an inter-generational project. The work was offered
free to schools, supported by The Big Lottery, aiming to encourage young people
to exchange ideas with people of different ages and backgrounds to work
together and address some of the issues faced in the wider community. The
children and the adults shared stories, experiences and treasured objects to
challenge their views of their own surroundings and other communities. This led
on to creative responses through media including poetry, music, art, sounds and
dance. Responses showed that barriers were being broken down, leading to
outcomes which reflected a greater understanding by young people of other
communities.
Read more on Page 51

The Schools Linking Network (www.schoolslinkingnetwork.org.uk) has promoted the
concept of schools serving different communities working together since 2001.
Originating in Bradford, it is now a national charity supported by the Pears Foundation.
In this region there are networks in Bradford, Calderdale, Hull and Rotherham. Arts
and cultural activity continue to play a significant role in the networks. The website
contains a range of arts-based resources and case studies which demonstrate the
impact of the network. Finally, the following case study illustrates how engagement
with arts and cultural activity in schools enables a number of key drivers to be fulfilled
in a single project.
CASE STUDY: Magic Frames - creative learning and film production
Four Kirklees schools, linked by CapeUK (now known as IVE), were
awarded Lottery funding to create a short film with local media artists.
Each school created a distinctive child-led project which gave pupils
hands-on experience across genres including 3D replacement animation,
pixilation and documentary. Two of the schools were merging so used
the opportunity to explore their environment to develop ideas linked to
those changes. The third school worked on the theme of isolation and
the project led to a further creative writing inset session. The final school
created animated journeys and hosted a Film Week with a variety of
activities for pupils and staff. They even created a linked merchandising
business involving parents. Each school has reported a wide range of
benefits for staff and pupils and one school moved from satisfactory to
outstanding during the scheme and the school’s commitment to
providing an inspiring curriculum was noted by Ofsted.
Read more on Page 52
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6. Next steps
There’s so much for all of us to do!
The findings from this report will influence our work as the bridge organisation for
Yorkshire and the Humber over the next two years and we share a few key steps here.
For more detailed information about the bridge in Yorkshire and the Humber and how
we can work with you to support arts and cultural work in schools sign up to receive
regular e-news and updates.
What can schools do?
•

Work with other schools to jointly commission arts and cultural provision
tailored to your needs

•

Wherever possible integrate professional development opportunities into the
practice when you commission external partners

•
•

Share success with other schools through showcasing events
Integrate Arts Award and Artsmark fully into your school’s culture to ensure
proper entitlement of pupils to cultural activity

•

Ensure you offer a broad and balanced curriculum that enables progression,
drawing on external sources of expertise where necessary

•

Use the freedoms of the new curriculum to make use of local arts and cultural
resources and facilities.

What can the cultural and creative sector do?
•

Be highly responsive to the needs of individual schools by looking at devising
and developing customised services rather than generic packages

•

Think about value for money, integrating professional development
opportunities with provision for children and young people

•

Collaborate with teachers to develop provision that responds to the need to
raise attainment

•

Support schools in developing imaginative responses to the new curriculum where schools are developing a local curriculum make links with the local arts
and cultural sector

•

Work collaboratively where possible to offer joint packages, making navigation
of the offer easier for schools and clearly presenting the benefits to children
and young people, teachers, parents and community

•
•

Think about progression for children and young people
Consider integrating Arts Award into offers and supporting the engagement of
schools (see Appendix 3).
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What can the ‘bridge’ do?
•

Open doors for the arts and cultural sector with teaching school alliances
(TSAs), networks, clusters and chains of schools and academies

•

Identify schools with strong arts practice within networks including TSAs. Seek
to influence the whole network by sharing practice from this school and
making the connections between TSA remit and potential arts and culture
interventions

•
•

Draw together examples of great practice and share widely in the region
Encourage and support networks of arts and cultural organisations to develop
a shared offer to schools

•

Identify good practice within chains or networks of schools and use this to
influence across the region

•
•

Identify potential champions in influential leadership roles within the region.
Ensure work on a key issue with one school has the potential to influence a
wider network where it is well positioned

•

Regularly review Ofsted inspection reports and seek to identify key issues
where arts and culture can connect

•

Continue to champion Artsmark and Arts Award (See Appendix 3).

www.weareive.org
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7. Glossary
Academies

Over 60% of England’s secondary schools are now academies. They:
•

Have the freedom to function independently from local
authority control, although many continue to work closely with
their local authorities

•

Do not have to follow the National Curriculum, but must still
offer a broad and balanced curriculum

•

Are subject to the same accountability process as schools in
terms of performance and inspection.

Nationally a higher percentage of secondary schools are converting to
academies than primaries, which see the financial, legal and HR
requirements of academy status as too onerous for a small school.
Initially a strategy to support schools facing challenging circumstances,
often in urban areas of deprivation and with low levels of pupil
attainment. In 2010, the option to become an academy became an
automatic right for schools rated ‘Outstanding’ by Ofsted. More
recently this has been extended to those schools deemed ‘Good’.
Schools deemed to be in serious weakness can be directed to become
an academy and are supported by a DfE-approved sponsor.
Sponsored
academy

These are generally set up to replace under-performing schools.

Converter
academy

Less successful schools that choose to become academies in order to
benefit from the increased autonomy academy status brings.

A sponsor can be a business, faith community, university, individual,
etc. They are responsible for establishing the academy trust and the
governing body, and for the appointment of the head-teacher.
Sponsors come from a wide variety of backgrounds. Outstanding
schools and academies may now also become sponsors themselves in
order to help less well-performing schools to improve.

They were introduced in 2010 as part of the Coalition government's
plan to broaden the academy programme and eventually enable all
schools to become academies.
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Academy
chains

A group of schools supported by the same sponsor or trust.

Clusters or
pyramids

Groupings of schools often defined by geographic boundaries, with a
network of primary schools and one or more secondary schools.

Schools in a chain are not necessarily near each other or within the
same local authority boundaries.

In some parts of the region these have a formal constitution; in others
they are more informal groupings.
Networks

Informal groupings of schools that have usually come about because of
a common focus for improvement.

Trust schools

Groups of schools can come together to form a trust, a formal
structure with a trust board. Though each school maintains its
independence, the schools collectively share and commission services.
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Teaching
The concept of the teaching school is modelled on the teaching
school alliances hospital. Trainee teachers learn to teach in a school and are taught by
qualified teachers.
Schools with a record of being rated ‘outstanding’ by Ofsted with
evidence of successful partnerships, excellent leadership and capacity
to support other schools can apply to lead a teaching school alliance.
The alliances have a remit for teacher training, leadership
development, school-to-school support, research and development
and professional development.
Each alliance is based around a network of strategic partner schools
and a link with a university. Many include local authority partnerships.
In addition to their core remit TSAs can apply for contracts or licences
to run management courses and teacher training provision (Schools
Direct).
A complex new remit for schools to take on, with limited time and
resources to develop a management infrastructure. Alliances have
limited resources and are expected to make their services self-funding
in three years.

Collaboration

Two or more bodies governing a school in partnership and sharing
power though a committee.
Most school clusters in the region now have formal joint collaborative
committees comprising head-teachers, governors and other partners.
This allows schools to have a formal mechanism for pooled or shared
resources.

Partnership

Groups of schools working together, formally or informally. This may
involve partners outside education.
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Federation

A group of schools that share a single governing body but retain their
own legal status, budget, admissions, performance tables and Ofsted
inspections.

Co-operative
Trust Schools

Schools run around co-operative values of community involvement.

Academy Trust

Any school can apply to join an Academy Trust, and any group of
schools can apply in formal partnership, on the condition that at least
one member school is performing well.

Chains of
schools

Groups of schools supported by a single sponsor or trust under the
same governance arrangement.

Different groups such as parents, staff, employers, Further
Education/Higher Education providers can become members and are
actively engaged in the running of the school.

This allows schools to jointly develop their vision, teaching and learning
models, quality assurance, staff training and resources.

National
leaders of
education
(NLEs)

Outstanding head-teachers who provide additional leadership to
schools and academies in challenging circumstances.

Local leaders
of education

Successful head-teachers who provide support for other schools and
leaders.

(LLEs)

Through partnership working between schools and academies, the
Local Leaders of Education Programme aims to improve pupil
outcomes.

Their own schools become national support schools, with other staff
members providing additional support.

The head-teachers work alongside other heads to create sustainable
improvements.
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Specialist
leaders of
education
(SLEs)

Exemplary leaders (excluding head-teachers) such as deputy heads,
subject specialists and business managers, who support staff in
parallel positions at other schools.
Their remit is to raise attainment in core subjects so not many SLEs
have an arts focus.
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8. Appendices
Appendix 1: Teaching school alliances in Yorkshire and the Humber
Round 1

Teaching school
alliance

Lead School

Location of
lead school

Local
authority
partner

University partner

Humber Teaching School

Healing School –
A Science Academy

North East
Lincolnshire

Riding Forward Teaching
School Alliance

Molescroft Primary School

East Riding of
Yorkshire

East Riding of
Yorkshire

Hull University

Hull Collaborative
Teaching School Alliance

Collingwood Primary School

Kingston upon
Hull

Hull City
Council

Hull University

Northern Lights Teaching
Schools Alliance

Skipton Girls High
School / Feversham College

North
Yorkshire /
Bradford

University of Cumbria / Leeds Trinity/
Leeds University / Open University /
York University

Leeds City Teaching
School Alliance

The Morley Academy

Leeds

University of Cumbria

School Partnership Trust

Green Lane Academy

Leeds

Sheffield Hallam University/ Bishop
Grosseteste University

Hull University/Bishop Grosseteste
University
Lincoln
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John Jamieson East SILC
Teaching School Alliance

East SILC Hospital and Home
Teaching Service

Leeds

Aspire Teaching School
Alliance

Crigglestone St James Church of
England Voluntary Controlled Junior
and Infant
School / Gawthorpe Community
Primary School

Wakefield

Wakefield

Wakefield Regional
Teaching School Alliance

Wakefield City Academy

Wakefield

Wakefield

Outwood Teaching
Schools Alliance

Outwood Grange Academy

Wakefield

Harrogate and Rural
School Teaching Alliance

Askwith Community Primary School

North
Yorkshire

Red Kite Alliance

Harrogate Grammar School

North
Yorkshire

Leeds

Leeds Metropolitan University /
Leeds University / York University /
York St John University
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Ebor Teaching School
Alliance

Robert Wilkinson
Primary School /
Manor Church of
England Academy
Trust

York

Wickersley Teaching
Schools Alliance

Wickersley School and Sports
College

Rotherham

Sheffield Hallam University

Sheffield Teaching School
Alliance

Silverdale School /
Birley Spa Community Primary
School

Sheffield

Sheffield Hallam University

Hallam Teaching School
Alliance

Notre Dame High School

Sheffield

Sheffield Hallam University

East Riding /
City of York

York St John University /
York University

Round 2

Teaching school
alliance

Lead School

Location of
lead school

Barnsley Teaching School
Alliance

Worsbrough Common Primary School
and
Springwell Community Special School

Barnsley
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The Bradford Birth to 19
Teaching School Alliance

St Edmund's Nursery School and
Children's Centre

Bradford

West Riding Teaching
School Alliance

Whitehill Community Academy

Calderdale

West Riding Teaching
School Alliance

Kirk Sandall Infant School and Bentley
High Street Primary School

Doncaster

The Pennine Teaching
School Alliance

Castle Hill: A specialist College for
Communication and Interaction and
Moor End Academy

Kirklees

The Swaledale Teaching
School

Brompton-On Swale
Church of England
Primary School

North Yorkshire

The Clairvaux Teaching
School Alliance

St Bernard’s Catholic High School

Rotherham

FUSION Teaching School
Alliance

The Rowan School
Talbot Specialist School

Sheffield
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Appendix 2: Implications for arts and cultural organisations of schools'
engagement with Arts Award
Arts organisations and cultural centres can be directly involved with Arts Award and
support the engagement of schools. Their direct involvement can be at one of two
levels.
Arts Award Centres: organisations can train staff as Arts Award advisers, register as a
centre and then embed the qualifications in their learning and participation
programmes or use them as a framework for one-off projects.
Arts Award Supporters: organisations that sign up as supporters provide activities that
young people can use towards Arts Award. These include workshops and
opportunities to review events, share skills and lead arts activities.
Arts and cultural organisations can also work in partnerships with schools on the
shared delivery of Arts Award.
A Kirklees middle school has a well-established arrangement with Huddersfield Art
Gallery. The school reports that, while it could independently offer Arts Award as an
extra-curricular option to small groups of pupils, it can only be made available to
whole classes by working in partnership with an external provider.
To date, these relationships have tended to be formed between one arts or cultural
organisation and a single school. In the new educational landscape, there is huge
potential for consortia of arts and cultural organisations to work with clusters, chains
and alliances of schools. Such shared delivery would help schools to retain the ethos
of the award when working with whole classes or year groups. There is outstanding
practice of this nature in the region's schools. However, students' freedom to decide
what they do and how they present the evidence of that learning can be restricted as
a result of working with such large numbers. Partnership working with groups of arts
and cultural organisations could remedy this situation.
IVE's strategy supports such shared delivery by running joint Arts Award Adviser
training sessions for staff from arts and cultural organisations and from schools. A
section about effective partnership working is incorporated into the programme. The
seeds of partnership working are sown from the outset, and arrangements for shared
delivery can be initiated at this point. A second strategy that 'bridges' the sectors is
to encourage arts and cultural organisations to train staff in all five levels of Arts
Award. This approach, which is currently being taken with a cohort from the region's
museum staff, enables arts and cultural organisations to support schools in providing
progression opportunities for young people.
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Appendix 3: CapeUK (now known as IVE) Artsmark strategy
IVE is developing sustainable approaches to engaging schools with Artsmark by
training and supporting Artsmark Champions in clusters and alliances, music hubs and,
where viable, local authorities. The emphasis on school-to-school improvement
support sits well with the two-level structure of Artsmark. Schools achieving ‘Gold’
demonstrate how other schools and settings benefit from their best practice and
strong leadership in arts education. We are showing arts and cultural organisations
how Artsmark can support their work with children and young people - and then
bringing together the two sectors. Our approaches to Artsmark and Arts Award are
closely aligned, fully exploiting the complementary nature of the two schemes.
The revisions to the National Curriculum present 'slimmer' study programmes for
music and art and design. In some schools, these will be seen as starting points to
develop content that excites and inspires students and impacts on all areas of learning.
For the bridge, this is an additional opportunity to work with schools that have or are
applying for Artsmark Gold, encouraging them to support other schools.
‘Imagine if we had Artsmark Gold schools that had developed their own curriculum, we
could explore those models - where’s the emphasis? How do the cross-curricular
elements work? We could share that with schools across the region - saying “this
curriculum works and here is the impact on students”. For those schools that are not
arts rich and are perhaps struggling generally we’d have a stronger argument. We
wouldn't just be saying 'we think arts and culture are important' but 'have you looked
at this curriculum model? This could be a solution for you.”’ (Cathy Roberts)
Arts and cultural organisations can play a major role in supporting schools to gain
Artsmark. They will be most effective if they form consortia to make joint offers to
clusters or networks. These offers can both help schools to meet Artsmark criteria for
children and young people working with artists, and professional development for
staff. More broadly, Artsmark provides a framework within which schools and arts
and cultural organisations can pursue a shared agenda of enhancing children and
young people's access to, and progression through, high quality experiences.
IVE’s Artsmark Special Offers for Schools Scheme will test out this approach. The
offers are reduced charges or priority access to events and workshops for schools that
intend to apply for Artsmark. Offers will operate in the same way for schools that
have been successful. The scheme has the potential both to increase uptake of
Artsmark in cold spots, and to support cultural organisations to extend their reach. A
further option under consideration is that for projects with a high level of investment,
working towards Artsmark could be made a condition of participation for schools.
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Appendix 4: Levels of school engagement with the arts
The NFER study of London schools identified four types of schools in terms of
engagement with the arts:
•
•

Cultural
commissioners
Intrigued

engagers 
cultural eclectics

□ other priorities.
We have sought to analyse how schools in the region might align within such a
categorisation. A useful indicator of a commitment to arts and culture in a school is
the extent to which historically a school has participated in Arts Council England (ACE)
programmes. Those that engage with multiple programmes over a sustained period
are likely to fit the profile of ‘cultural commissioners’, whereas those that have not yet
engaged with these programmes are more likely to fit the other profiles.
The following charts show the historic engagement with ACE programmes in the
region. Overall, 42 per cent of schools and educational settings have been involved in
at least one programme. The lowest proportional engagement is in North Yorkshire,
where there are a large number of small schools.
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Base: 2427 Eligible educational establishments (Schools, Special schools, FE, PRU's) ; West Yorkshire (978), South Yorkshire ( 544) , North
Yorkshire (492), East Yorkshire (413)
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The barriers for some smaller schools (along with the legacy of Arts Award previously
being only for an older age group) is reflected in the following chart that shows
engagement from a larger proportion of secondary schools.
Whilst acknowledging that ACE programmes are not the only way of demonstrating
commitment to the arts and culture, a segmentation that is based on this data and is
refined by adding additional factors (including other programmes and intelligence
about the school) will form a useful tool in identifying cold spots and potential
champions in the region. Over time it will also give a measure of progress towards
wider arts and cultural engagement in the sector.
Historic Engagement with ACE Programmes in Yorkshire & the Humber
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Appendix 5 – Full case studies
CASE STUDY: Primary school network
network of twelve primary schools close to the centre of Sheffield is
taking part in a programme which aims to raise attainment through
creativity. The schools have a history of working in collaboration through
the local authority cluster model.

A

All the schools serve a socially and economically deprived area. The number of pupils
receiving free schools meals is well above average and at some schools, 98 per cent of
pupils are from ethnic minority backgrounds. A number of the schools were formerly
in the Creative Partnerships programme so have the infrastructure in place for
innovative practice over the longer term. This may be through staffing structures,
digital technologies and in one of the schools, an artist-in-residence model.
The programme was launched in summer 2012 at a joint conference to explore how
attainment could be raised through the arts, and how this practice could be shared
amongst schools. Each school is now working in partnership with an artist for ten days
over ten weeks. The total project budget is £27,600, made up of a contribution from
each school of £1,050 to finance the resident artists, match funded by their joint
locality funds, and £200 per school for resources. The network of schools is aiming for
the project to become embedded in their individual school plans and for it to continue
on an annual basis.
UK has provided an external ‘learning champion’ for the programme, whose role is to
work with a team of school-based staff researchers to advice on measures for
evaluating the project. This will enable the schools in the network to share good
practice and evidence the programme’s impact. The commitment of the schools to
collaborate was motivated by a shared focus on raising attainment and improving the
children’s life chances. Strategic leadership for the collaboration is provided by the
schools whose pupils are progressing at the fastest rate, and where attainment is
above the national average. All twelve schools share a strong moral purpose,
recognising that they are only as strong as the most vulnerable school of the group.

I

CASE STUDY: The sum of the parts is greater than the whole
n its bridge role, IVE has a remit from the DfE to support teaching school
alliances to integrate arts and cultural activities into their work programme

.

The first bridge regional report identified challenges for rural schools of
providing rich arts experiences, so working with a rural TSA was a priority.

The lead school’s successful track record in providing high quality continuing
professional development (CPD) has led to its designation as one of the first 100
National Teaching Schools. Although the lead school holds Artsmark Gold, the alliance
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designated one of its schools, which also had an expertise in arts and culture, to lead
on CPD developments in the arts. In March 2013, representatives of the alliance
attended an exploratory session facilitated jointly by CapeUK and the head and staff
to help them determine their objectives for arts and cultural provision.
One school described in detail a recent project to address underachievement in
writing. Over a weekend, and without the knowledge of the pupils, the teachers
worked in shifts to recreate Roald Dahl’s Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory in
the school hall. The installation included an ‘OompaLumpa’ house, and a chute down
which year 6 pupils posted job applications to work in the chocolate factory. When
they arrived at school on Monday morning, each child was given a golden ticket to
introduce them to the activities on offer. These included musical stimuli to get them
writing, drama to facilitate in-depth exploration of scenes from the novel and a
chocolate tasting with parents.
Commenting on the impact, the arts co-ordinator said: “The work gave the children a
sense of achievement and raised their expectations. They are saying things like: ‘I can
write a poem/apply for a job/write a jingle’. Writing is on the move”.
As a group, the schools have a shared vision for the arts. Five of the schools have
Artsmark; the majority have an active, written arts policy; and four of them have a
governor who champions the arts. They are unanimous in their desire that pupils
leave their schools with confidence, self-motivation, curiosity, independence and the
freedom to be creative. Collaborations over the past two years with arts organisations
in the region, including Opera North, Northern Ballet, the Mercer Gallery in Harrogate
and the Yorkshire Sculpture Park, have shown them that learning through arts and
cultural organisations is central to them achieving this aim.
By looking with fresh eyes at what they are already doing collectively, the schools
acknowledged the power of an alliance to achieve far more through the arts than they
would if they continued to work independently. The event gave schools the
opportunity to look at existing examples of good practice, and recognise a shared
vision of the desired outcomes for pupils. In consultation with the leaders of the
alliance, CapeUK (now known as IVE) is now working on a long-term strategy for high
quality arts and cultural provision across the alliance. We are exploring approaches to
embedding effective partnership working between schools, and with arts and cultural
providers in the region.
CASE STUDY: An evolving partnership between a school and a creative organisation

S

chool Y is a larger than average primary school set in a deprived area of
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South Yorkshire. The proportion of pupils eligible for free school meals is above
average. Pupils enter with below average literacy and numeracy skills.
The head-teacher of the school describes how, in 2010, the school started a process
to ‘transform its ethos’, to implement creative teaching methods, develop pupils’
independent thinking skills, and to ‘place arts provision and creativity at the heart of
the curriculum’.
Initially the school used artists-in-residence to help deliver creative topic-based work.
As the teachers became more used to this creative approach, the art coordinator
wanted to develop sustainable links to local arts partners. The school began to involve
a well-established local community arts project on a regular basis. This increased the
range of activities available to the school.
It also deepened the nature of the relationship so that now, after two years, the
partnership shares clear objectives and guidelines. These inform creative
interventions that focus on basic skills development for pupils. For example,
improving writing is a particular priority for the school, so arts activities are used as a
driver for engaging with writing and promoting independent thought.
The partnership has also brought a new dimension to teachers’ on-going professional
development. Teachers have been able to develop new teaching styles that promote
active learning and pupil-led reflection. As part of this CPD, the art coordinator is
undertaking a management course that will focus on the role of arts activity in school
improvement.
Ofsted noted that ‘pupils worked independently and talked confidently about their
learning.’ The school has moved from ‘requires improvement’ to ‘good’ in the latest
inspection report.

A

CASE STUDY: Families set out on road to enterprise
family learning programme in West Yorkshire brought together a

nursery and an infant school and a children’s centre as primary partners. The two
schools and the Children’s Centre were responsible for the recruitment of families,
encouraging attendance and for pre and post programme support. The base budget
for the scheme was £15,000.
The head-teacher of one of the schools identified enterprise as a focus for the
programme. This provided a progression route for families they had been supporting
for some time. Both the school and the children’s centre were also conscious of the
impact on families of changes to the benefit system. The transfer from Income Support
to Job Seekers Allowance means that parents need to engage more with the world of
work.
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The objectives of the programme for families were for them to have a greater
recognition of their own skills, to feel more confident and motivated, to be more
aware of wider social networks and new opportunities, and to have increased
autonomy. The programme also aimed to create closer working relationships between
the schools and the children’s centre, and with other local organisations.
In total 30 families were identified as likely to benefit from the scheme. The reasons
for their selection were varied: several had dual care orders and some parents were
dealing with social, emotional or health difficulties. The selected families were invited
to participate and then encouraged to commit to doing so over a period of several
weeks. ‘Getting to know you’ sessions were held in the schools in the week prior to
the main programme.
The main programme ran for four consecutive days. During the first three days,
families moved between a range of craft, cooking (indoors and outdoors) and
drumming activities, focusing increasingly on producing the stock for, and organising,
a Family Festival on the fourth day.
‘The kids would have spent this week watching TV from 9am, this has been great as
they have had something to do and we could do it together.’ (Parent)
The programme was not designed to directly teach skills that might help the adults
involved get a job or start their own business, but rather to enable parents and
children to recognise and value their own and each other’s skills. This spirit was
captured in the opening activity of the programme. Each family was given a large piece
of paper and asked to draw round their hands and answer the following questions:
What are we good at as a family? What do we like? What are we not so good at?
The staff team was delighted by the level of skill that emerged from the activities that
followed – in design, photography, cookery and particularly sewing. Several
commented that they had initially underestimated the skills in the group. It was
absolutely critical to the success of the programme that the skills of making and selling
were applied to a real life situation – preparing for and then running the Family
Festival. Many parents asked about how they could repeat the activities at home. The
focus on using recycled materials made the activities very affordable and accessible.
‘Loved the week even though was exhausted afterwards... Was so great to try out
different things, making books, screen printing – the fire pit was great fun. The
festival day went so well. Loads turned up and it was a great atmosphere. Really
enjoyed I and I wanted to do it again. My chronic fatigue syndrome won’t hold me back
from such an enjoyable event.’ (Parent)
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The Family Festival attracted 250 visitors. The participating families received a
certificate recognising their contribution and a ‘goody bag’ of materials to enable
them to continue some of the activities at home.

A

CASE STUDY: Achievement through Arts Award
n over-subscribed 11-16 state secondary High School with
approximately 1200 students has been delivering Arts Award for the past
eight years. The School has arts specialist status with science as a

secondary specialism.

Arts Award started existence as an extra-curricular activity originally run during the
students’ lunchtime. It proved very popular and the school developed this success by
integrating the activity into curriculum time. All 200 students in Years 7 and 8 took the
opportunity to take their Bronze Arts Award during curriculum time, with 20 students
pursuing Silver Arts Award as an extra-curricular activity. Three members of the arts
faculty at the school who have all been trained as Arts Award advisers deliver the
lessons. Aims for the future are to build on this accomplishment by offering Gold Arts
Award as a curriculum option at Key Stage 4.
Arts Co-ordinator – “The students are highly motivated by Arts Award and enjoy the
core elements of the course, feeling proud to achieve the final qualification. The
students like to take on individual responsibility, and at the same time, work in
harmony as part of a group. The staff relish working with the motivated students and
as a part of a positive, dynamic and driven team. Arts Award has helped to raise the
profile of the arts in an already highly successful school with arts specialism by giving
students the opportunity to learn to fully appreciate and love the arts.”

A

CASE STUDY: Impact on the community of learning through the arts
n innovative approach to whole-class music tuition at a Church of England
primary school in a small market town has increased the involvement of
pupils and staff in their local community, taking the school from a
‘requires improvement’ Ofsted inspection result to ‘good, with
outstanding features’ and created a model for raising attainment through the arts that
is being adopted by other primary schools in the area. The programme is also
providing music-related professional development opportunities for teaching
assistants.
There are 80 pupils at the school, most from white British families and all speaking
English as their first language. The school had identified a need for opportunities for
transition and progression in music for pupils moving from Key Stage 2 to Key Stage 3.
It was clear music would need to be more than just an additional activity if it were to
have an impact on the school as a whole.
Pupils are given the opportunity to explore a range of wind and brass instruments
before they choose the one they wish to play in the whole-class tuition sessions that
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take place each week. This helps them develop their own musical identity through
making a psychological commitment to their instrument. Pupils from the three
primary schools collaborating on the programme join with Key Stage 3 pupils at the
local secondary school and rehearse collectively as a large ensemble once a week.
Children playing in ensembles of all sizes are now a regular feature of community life,
from small groups busking on the high street to band concerts at the secondary school
and at public events in the neighbouring towns. For the first time, pupils are travelling
from the market town where they live to play in the junior concert band and
intermediate band in the larger town 12 miles away, taking their first significant step
into the world of what they perceive as ‘real’ music.
CASE STUDY: Accelerating academic progress, improving attendance, fostering
positive attitudes and developing innovative pedagogy

S

chool X is a large multicultural inner city comprehensive. The proportion
of students supported by pupil premium is twice the national average.
Ofsted judges the school to be a ‘good’ school. Students enter Year 7 with

consistently low levels of attainment in English. The school also has a significant intake

of pupils from new migrant communities, notably from Eastern Europe, but also from
further afield. The school is engaging with an NPO local theatre company that is
committed to providing cultural opportunities to young people, particularly those
from disadvantaged backgrounds in the district.
‘We believe this work will enable us to trial and evaluate how to sustain innovative
practice, develop a curriculum offering to share with other schools and facilitate
effective CPD.’ (Assistant head teacher)
The content of the work will focus on developing new ways of learning, building on
students’ own stories as well as imaginative engagement with a nearby heritage site.
This is where the work will culminate in performance at the end of the school year.
The school has seconded a drama teacher to work alongside the theatre company with
three selected groups of students for a full day over an extended period. This work
will also explore the creative potential of an English as an Additional Language (EAL)
digital toolkit to develop and record models of learning. This represents a rich
opportunity for CPD. The drama teacher is intimately involved in the planning and will
be developing a learning diary.
CapeUK (now known as IVE) and the local education authority’s school improvement
service are supporting the work. This collaboration will use action research to
investigate innovative ways to support accelerated progress for New to English
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learners/EAL learners through embedding art practitioners in the learning process,
with a view to working to develop a model of good practice for future work and a
toolkit for other organisations. The work and subsequent evaluation will provide
evidence for funding applications to sustain future arts activity. The outcomes of the
work will be disseminated through local and regional networks.
CASE STUDY: Using a community resource to the full

K

een young readers connecting live to London’s Queen Elizabeth
Hall to listen to children’s author and TV star Tony Robinson on
World Book
Day; toddlers tunnelling their way through a room full of
cardboard mazes and secret rooms; an artist-in-residence
creating new musical instruments from things that are usually thrown away. It’s
just what you’d expect from an arts centre that is a well-respected community
resource in a small town.

Two important aspects of this lively picture are not apparent to the casual onlooker.
The activities on offer were programmed and booked by Year 6 pupils from a local
school as part of a two-week takeover festival. Working over a six-month period with
the arts centre’s youth and community arts co-ordinator, the 10 and 11-year olds took
charge of the £5,000 budget, agreed the festival theme, organised the publicity and
were interviewed live on local radio. A ground-breaking fortnight, it was the first
takeover by a primary school in the region and a turning point in the arts centre’s
relationship with local schools.

The head of the school responsible for the takeover had received an Ofsted ‘notice to
improve’ in 2010 - something he had been expecting as he got to grips with a historic
descent in attainment at the school following his appointment in 2008. The links
between the school and the arts centre began to strengthen when the youth and
community arts co-ordinator became a governor at the school. Soon, they were
working together on a Discover and Explore digitisation project.
Now, the arts centre and the arts are part of the life of the school. One of the legacies
of the takeover is that pupils are leading what the school prioritises, including its
enrichment programme. Teachers at the school are taking pupils to the arts centre for
outings, rather than going further afield. Staff development days take place there.
Relationships with parents have been strengthened as the school has a venue other
than its own premises to invite them to.
The local authority’s arts officer had identified that the arts centre was being
underused by schools. The head-teacher of the takeover school, by his own admission
‘not arty in any form’, is head of the town’s area school partnership. Now, his fellow
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primary heads are also taking pupils to the arts centre, and putting in their bids for the
2014 takeover festival in healthy competition with one another.
‘Working with an arts organisation makes real the things you do day in, day out in the
classroom.’ Primary school head teacher
CASE STUDY: Combined arts company intergenerational project

P

upils and teachers from four primary schools in West Yorkshire engaged
with Pakistani elders and an Asian women’s resource centre on an
intergenerational project devised by a combined arts company. This
project was funded by The Big Lottery, and was offered free to the

schools. Two of the four schools are situated in predominantly white British
neighbourhoods and two schools are located in areas of greater ethnic mix, with
mainly Pakistani heritage pupils.

The aim of the project was to encourage the young people to meet and exchange
thoughts and ideas with people from a different generation and culture, with a view
to exploring new ways of working together to address some of the issues faced in the
wider community.
As a starting point the schools looked at 'treasured objects' and began with a
storytelling performance recounting the tale of ‘Grandfather's Drum’, about a
particular object and what it embodied for a young girl and her memories of her
grandfather. The children shared objects of significance in their own lives alongside
the elders, and the elders recounted stories about the difficulties they faced when
they first emigrated to the UK. These included a lack of good work opportunities, and
missing families, food, language, or the heat of the sun.
These themes and reminiscences prompted the young people to explore their own
feelings about home, their surroundings and the things that are special to them. They
took part in hands-on activities to open up and generate their own creative response
to the stories and memories of the elders. The children were introduced to some
noted Pakistani poets, and listened to the elders ‘sing’ some poems that represented
the beauty of homeland and of memories kept in one's heart. The children then
created their own poems and soundscapes that fused their feelings of empathy for
the elders with their own thoughts and feelings about home, family and sense of place.
In addition to poetry and storytelling they used dance and movement, visual art and
clay.
The schools felt that this project enabled children to explore other faiths in a secure
and non-challenging environment. It allowed them to challenge their prior
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understanding of culture and ethnicity, as well as prejudices and stereotypes. The
children were encouraged to reflect on the memories of the Pakistani elders, and to
use their thoughts and understanding to influence their own creative responses
through various art media.
Many children were initially extremely wary of the approaches used and put up their
own barriers to achievement. However, the skills of the practitioners allowed these
barriers to be broken down and all children achieved to a high standard. Linking with
other primary schools enabled the children to develop their communication skills,
something they found challenging at first but easier by the end of the project.
‘Encouragement and celebration of the talents of each and every child was a vital part
of the project.’ (Teacher)
CASE STUDY: Magic Frames - creative learning and film production

F

our schools in Kirklees, linked by CapeUK (now known as IVE), were
awarded Lottery funding of £23,000, via First Light Movies, to each
create a short film alongside
Kirklees artists Fabric Lenny and Yvonne Roberts from Big Voice Media
as part of the Magic Frames project. The funding gave pupils hands

-on experience across a range of filmmaking genres, including 3D replacement

animation, pixilation and documentary.
Each project was distinct, child-led and responded sensitively to the context and needs
of the particular school. For example two of the schools were in the process of merging
with each other. In this context film was used as a lens through which children
undertook investigation, asked questions and visually, spatially and aurally
represented ideas. The young film makers were selected from across a range of year
groups and created a film which explored the Reggio Emilio principle that the
environment is the third teacher and that every space inside and outside school should
have something to say. ‘A Garden in My Pocket’ gave the school an opportunity to
explore the idea of plants growing as an analogy for changes to the school.
Having an opportunity to become part of the Kirklees Film-making Consortium was
something that neither school had explored before and provided a medium through
which they could reflect on the past and plan the future:
‘The film has helped us to break with the old and create the new. We hope that we can
create irresistible spaces that will energise learning like we have never known it before.
We are still working on creating an enabling environment so we are developing large
spaces and small spaces, so we have places for drawing, places for creating sculptures,
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places for exploring the many voices of creativity, places to cultivate relationships,
places for reflecting, places for doing…’ (Head teacher)
In a third school the universal theme of feeling isolated and how to deal with this was
explored. As a result of the partnership with Big Voice Media, the scriptwriter who
worked with the children was invited to run a creative writing’ inset session funded
separately by the school.
The head teacher has noted how this has impacted on her staff and the provision for
writing in school: ‘All of the staff have thoroughly enjoyed the experience, it has really
helped inspire us to use different starting points for writing, and the training has been
an unexpected benefit of the partnerships in Magic Frames. Whilst the writer was with
us and in the conversations we had with him it became clear that we had to use his
expertise to affect our whole staff team – it has been greatly beneficial to our school.’
It is interesting to note that this school went from ‘satisfactory’ to ‘outstanding’ under
the new Ofsted framework during the scheme and the school’s commitment to
providing an inspiring curriculum was noted.
The fourth school consolidated their approach to craft, character and literacy, creating
animated journeys. Film Week in the school saw the children of the film project
showcase their film and learning to others. The whole school community used
resources linked to film and video workshop resource Animagine, and teachers led
animation workshops with pupils based around the current year group learning.
They are currently following in the footsteps of the great British tradition of animation
with the development of a linked merchandising business. Parents became involved
with their children in establishing The Rabbit Doll Company, which sells mugs, rugs
and dolls. Susan Coles, president of the National Society for Education in Art and
Design, described the films as ‘astonishingly good’. Even in this context it is evident
that important links are made to the world of work and how society works.
The skills developed throughout the project have impacted on children’s learning, on
a broader basis throughout all the schools. Fabric Lenny’s illustrative style has been
written into schemes of work in art and design:
‘I have noticed how the children move between materials and art forms more
effectively, they seem to see the connections and not question the relationship
between say sculpture and paint/print, or photography and sculpture combined. They
have confidence in approaching projects in teams, resolving problems and use a variety
of skills more effectively. I have been particularly impressed with how my pupils have
recorded and reported back on their learning in relation to their work with Big Voice
Media, in their sketchbooks and in class.’ (Teacher)
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